Holohoax 101 - The Fundamentals of the Holocaust Hoax (www.holohoax101.com)

The First Holohoax, During World War One

The book *The First Holocaust, Jewish Fund Raising Campaigns with Holocaust Claims During and After World War One* by Don Heddesheimer is documented with reprints of articles from the New York Times and other Jewish press that claimed that there was a holocaust of the Jews during World War One. For example, see the article by Martin Glynn, the former Mayor of New York, describing a holocaust of six million Jews published in 1919 at [http://www.codoh.com/incon/inrcrucifix.html](http://www.codoh.com/incon/inrcrucifix.html) From a review on amazon.com, "I guess they would call it 'Chutzpah', to publicly use the same big lie twice within the span of twenty or so years." Rabbi Stephen Wise, instrumental in creating the WW I hoax, led efforts to resurrect the hoax during WW II.

A Gas Chamber With a View

Two 'gas chambers' are now in existence. Both are fakes, they have unbarred windows, as you can easily see by looking at the pictures to the left. The first is the hoax gas chamber at Auschwitz, the second is the hoax gas chamber at Majdanek. The hoax gas chamber at Auschwitz is a morgue room in a crematorium. The hoax gas chamber at Majdanek is a fumigation room, where Zyklon, a commercial insecticide used throughout Europe, was used to delouse clothing to prevent the spread of typhus. For the complete story and a video tour of Auschwitz see [http://www.vho.org/GB/c/DC/gcgvcole.html](http://www.vho.org/GB/c/DC/gcgvcole.html) Dr. Charles Larson headed a team of forensic pathologists sent into the camps at the end of the war to document war crimes. They conducted hundreds of autopsies at more than twenty camps, they did not find a single body showing signs of gas poisoning. None have been found since, at any camp.

The Photos

The photos that you have seen, presented as evidence of the holocaust, were taken at the end of the war by British and US troops at Belsen and other western camps, not 'death camps', and the prisoners were not killed by the Nazis but died of disease. Near the end of the war the Soviet troops approached the camps in the east, including Auschwitz, and prisoners were transferred to camps in the west. At Belsen in Germany there was overcrowding, the facilities broke down, there was inadequate food, supplies, and medicine, and there was a typhus epidemic that killed 35,000 people, for a recent report see [http://www.usatoday.com/news/world/2006-11-25-holocaust-archive_x.htm](http://www.usatoday.com/news/world/2006-11-25-holocaust-archive_x.htm) Not all of the prisoners died but you have never seen pictures of the ones who survived, like those above. See more photos at [http://www.bergenbelsen.co.uk/pages/Database/SurvivorsPhotos.asp?index=0](http://www.bergenbelsen.co.uk/pages/Database/SurvivorsPhotos.asp?index=0)

The Documents

The Nazis kept meticulous records in the camps, including death certificates for every prisoner that died, and 'Death Books' summarizing the deaths. The Soviets captured the records at Auschwitz but hid them for 45 years. A stone plaque was placed at the entrance stating that 4 million had died there. In the early 90's the Russians released the documents. Samples, and a summary analysis (more Roman Catholics died at Auschwitz than Jews) can be seen here [http://en.auschwitz.org.pl/m/index.php?option=com_content&task=view&id=529](http://en.auschwitz.org.pl/m/index.php?option=com_content&task=view&id=529). The old stone plaque was replaced by the plaque shown to the right above claiming that one and a half million had died (this number too is phantasmagoria and not supported by the records.) Remarkably, or not, the six million total for Jewish victims of the holohoax was not affected.
The Survivors
The holohoax is based on the lies of survivors. The three most famous holocaust survivors, Elie Wiesel, Otto Frank, and Primo Levi, have something in common - when the Soviet army approached Auschwitz, they were all in the camp hospital, shown to the left. The Nazis gave patients able to travel the option of awaiting the Soviets, or leaving with the Nazis. Frank and Levi were liberated by the Soviets. Wiesel chose to leave with the Nazis. Yehuda Bauer, Director of Research at Yad Vashem, wrote the introduction to survivor Filip Mueller's book *Three Years in the Gas Chambers*, it begins "This is a unique document indeed, it is the testimony of the only man who saw the Jewish people die and lived to tell what he saw." Mueller begins in the morning, "where some 500 prisoners had lined up in rows of 10 so that they might enjoy their Sunday rest according to established Auschwitz tradition." The kapo then barks orders to the prisoners to take off and replace their caps. Those not fast enough are bludgeoned to death. One new prisoner speaks up, "I'm sure the people in charge know nothing whatever about this. I protest." He is bludgeoned to death. "As a result of this mornings sporting activities, thirty-five bludgeoned bodies now lay in the yard of Block 11. However our harassment was by no means at an end. Although by now we were exhausted we stood in line behind wooden tea vats. The tea should have been served early in the morning and was now STONE COLD." All you have to do to realize the holohoax is pure phantasmagoria is to read actual 'testimony' of the only man who saw the Jewish people die and lived to tell what he saw.

Nuremberg
None of the defendants at Nuremberg admitted to any part of the holocaust or any direct knowledge of the holocaust, and only one, Ernst Kaltenbrunner, was charged with having an operational role in the killing of Jews. He testified as follows:

DR. KAUFFMANN: What attitude did you adopt when you heard about it?
KALTENBRUNNER: I had no knowledge of Hitler's order to Heydrich regarding the final solution of the Jewish problem at the time I took up my office. In the summer of 1943 I gathered from the foreign press and through the enemy radio...

That is, he testified that he had no direct part in the holocaust, and only learned of it via the foreign press and enemy radio. See the testimony here [http://avalon.law.yale.edu/imt/04-11-46.asp](http://avalon.law.yale.edu/imt/04-11-46.asp)

Brainwashing Then
The holohoax brainwashing got into full swing immediately at the end of WW II. Within a week of the capture of Buchenwald, famous Hollywood director Billy Wilder was in the camp making a film of propaganda lies that still circulate to this day. An inadvertent picture of Wilder on the set at Buchenwald is shown to the left. The film, complete with props, claimed that the Nazis made soap from the fat of prisoners, made lampshades from the skin of prisoners, and shrunk the heads of prisoners like in the Amazon. Even the holohoax establishment now admits these were all lies. See [http://www.onethirdoftheholocaust.com/Buchenwald/](http://www.onethirdoftheholocaust.com/Buchenwald/) The Nazis investigated any suspected crimes in the camps, and these investigations were headed by Judge Konrad Morgen. Morgen was tortured at Nuremberg to confirm the reports of irregularities at Buchenwald but refused. See [http://www.holocaustresearchproject.org/trials/konradmorgen.html](http://www.holocaustresearchproject.org/trials/konradmorgen.html)

Brainwashing Now
The Jews are making every effort to brainwash the US public to believe the holohoax, and holohoax education is now mandated in many states, starting in KINDERGARTEN, and continuing through all grades. The cover of the Florida manual for holohoax education for K-3 students is shown to the left. You can find the laws regarding holohoax education in your state at [http://www.ushmm.org/education/foreducators/states/](http://www.ushmm.org/education/foreducators/states/)

Smash the holohoax - Print and distribute this flyer